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1. Glossary

1- Colonised Palestine: refers to the self-determination unit of the Palestinian people and
territory of Mandate Palestine (prior to 1948), and which today constitutes the occupied
Palestinian territory (oPt) and the territory recognized as the State of Israel in 1948. It must
be noted, that, while this report refers throughout to the entirety of the oPt and Israel, as
‘Colonised Palestine’, this report recognizes that the colonisation of the oPt is active and
ongoing. That Israel’s occupation of the Palestinian territory has been condemned as
illegal, by the UN Special Rapporteur on the oPt, Professor Michael Lynk, as in breach of
peremptory norms of international law, including self-determination and the prohibition
against annexation, reinforces the position that the oPt, in addition to the lands colonised
and recognized as the State of Israel, together comprise the territory of ‘Colonised
Palestine’.
2- Illegal Occupation: Israel’s administration of the oPt, premised on a series of violations
of peremptory norms of international law, including the annexation of territory, and
breaching the principle of temporariness, and the obligations of the occupier to act in good
faith and in the best interests of the occupied population, has been declared an illegal
occupation, by UN Special Rapporteur on the oPt, Professor Michael Lynk.1
3- Nakba (‘catastrophe’): is the term the Palestinian people use in reference to the 1947
onward ethnic cleansing and Zionist settler colonial conquest of Palestine. For the
Palestinian people, the Nakba is key to their collective memory and history that “connects
all Palestinians to a specific point in time.”2 The Nakba is a historical moment, but also
represents an ongoing process and reality, referred to as the ongoing Nakba. The latter,
“continues to be perpetuated through Israel’s denial of the Palestinian refugees’ right of
return, the right to self-determination, and various other Israeli policies, which give rise to
forced displacement, including forcible transfer”.3
4- Occupied Palestinian Territory (oPt): refers to the fragments of Palestine occupied by
Israel since 1967 and is comprised of two non-contiguous areas: The West Bank, including
East Jerusalem, and the Gaza Strip.

Michael Lynk, ‘Prolonged Occupation or Illegal Occupant?’ (EJIL Talk, 16 May 2018),
https://www.ejiltalk.org/prolonged-occupation-or-illegal-occupant/
2
Nur Masalha, ‘60 Years after the Nakba: Historical Truth, Collective Memory and Ethical Obligations’ (2009) 3
Kyoto Bulletin of Islamic Area Studies 37, 41.
3
Al-Haq, ‘The Nakba at 68: A catastrophe born of discrimination and impunity’ (12 May 2016)
https://www.alhaq.org/palestinian-human-rights-organizations-council/6414.html.
1
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5- Settler-colonial Enterprise: refers to the illegal residential, industrial and agricultural
settler colonies, or settlements established in the oPt and, integrally, the activities that help
to sustain, promote and expand them, including the permanent related infrastructure
(including by-pass roads and checkpoints), the Annexation Wall, the discriminatory Israeli
legal regime applied in the oPt, settler violence and economic activities in agriculture,
manufacturing, service provision and other commercial endeavours provided by or for
settlers. Moreover, policies of population transfer, including the implantation of settlers
into the oPt and the forcible displacement and removal of the Palestinian protected
population within and outside the oPt are central to the establishment and maintenance of
such an enterprise.
6- The 1948 Territory: refers to the territory of the settler-colonial State of Israel, established
by the displacement and dispossession of the vast majority (around 80 percent)4 of the
indigenous Palestinian people during the Nakba and the maintenance of a settler colonial
and apartheid regime over the Palestinian people since its creation.
7- The Unity Intifada (‘the Unity Uprising’): is the latest uprising in the Palestinian struggle
in pursuit of their liberation. The Unity Intifada was sparked in Jerusalem during April
2021, following violations and provocations by the Israeli authorities and forces and
settlers to assert their domination over, and erasure of Palestinians in the city, coinciding
with mobilization in the neighbourhood of Sheikh Jarrah in Jerusalem against the
dispossession of their property and their imminent threat of forced displacement. By May
2021, the Palestinian people, across colonised Palestine, and Palestinian refugees in exile,
mobilized in unity in an outpouring of demonstrations against Israel’s almost century long
colonisation and apartheid, and their subjection to an ongoing Nakba since 1948. The Unity
Intifada was met with repression and violence, as Israel used all measures to suppress
resistance to its ongoing settler colonisation, including the launch of a military offensive
on the Gaza Strip on 10 May 2021, the use of lethal force and excessive force to repress
protests, a mass campaign of arbitrary arrests, and the facilitation of settlers’ violent attacks
against Palestinians and their properties across colonised Palestine; i.e., on both sides of
the Green Line.
8- United Nations Centre against Apartheid: In 1976, the UN Centre against Apartheid was
established under the auspices of the UN Special Committee against Apartheid and
continued its work until 30 June 1994. The Centre was created to facilitate the coordination
of UN activities on all aspects of apartheid and provide support to the Special Committee
in carrying out its mandate. The Centre acted as a “clearing house” for information on the
international campaign against apartheid by the UN, States, regional organizations, and
NGOs. The Centre also prepared studies on different aspects of apartheid, its impact, and
4

Ilan Pappe, The Ethnic Cleansing of Palestine (Oneworld, 2007) xiii.
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its international repercussions. Not only did the Centre report on apartheid policies in
southern Africa, but it also reviewed and reported on the role of third states and assessed
their compliance with international law and relevant UN resolutions that called for
implementing the erga omnes duty of countermeasures taken by the UN against South
Africa’s apartheid regime such as the arms embargo.
9- United Nations Special Committee against Apartheid: The mandate of the Special
Committee against Apartheid was to review and report on the situation in South Africa to
the UN General Assembly (UNGA) and the UN Security Council (UNSC). The Special
Committee promoted the international campaign against apartheid, pressured for effective
sanctions against the South African apartheid regime, arranged for assistance to the victims
of apartheid, as well as the liberation movements, and brought needed publicity to the crime
of apartheid and the resistance of the South African people. The Special Committee also
engaged with other UN agencies and organizations to coordinate their work and study of
apartheid. Moreover, the Special Committee underscored the legitimacy of calls for
boycotts, divestment, and sanctions and assisted in organizing campaigns for the release of
political prisoners in South Africa. In the words of Nelson Mandela, the Special Committee
was “a very important instrument in our struggle against the iniquitous and oppressive
policies of the South African government.”5

UN, ‘Statement by Nelson Mandela Deputy President of the African National Congress to the 641st meeting of the
Special Committee Against Apartheid’ (22 June 1990),
https://www.un.org/en/events/mandeladay/statement_SCAA_1990.shtml.
5
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2. Introduction
The submitting organisations welcome the establishment of this Commission of Inquiry as a step
toward the acknowledgement of the situation in colonised Palestine as is and to work toward
decolonisation, genuine justice and reparations for the Palestinian people. While we understand
that the Commission of Inquiry team is subject to time, resource and capacity constraints, we
believe that it is important that its first report examines the underlying root causes of Israel’s
crimes, in line with its unique mandate.6
We particularly believe that the intent behind the establishment of this Commission of Inquiry and
its mandate to investigate the underlying root causes of systematic discrimination and repression
in colonised Palestine, is mainly attributed to the Palestinian people on the ground, who, in April
and May 2021 mobilized in a collective struggle of popular resistance, challenging 73 years of
geographical, social, economic, political, institutional and legal fragmentation, imposed by Israeli
settler colonisation and apartheid. In what came to be known as “the Unity Intifada” (‘the Unity
Uprising’), the Palestinian people voiced how, although they may be subjected to various forms
and levels of Israeli repression and erasure, they face a unitary regime of settler colonialism and
apartheid. Palestinians highlighted the ongoing nature of the Nakba (‘catastrophe’) since 1948,
which they continue to endure collectively, in the denial of their right to return to their homes,
lands, and properties, and the ongoing Israeli program of population transfer and appropriation
policies and practices across colonised Palestine (on both sides of the Green Line). They articulated
their desire for the realisation of their collective right to their land, self-determination, freedom,
and justice free from the shackles of Israeli settler colonialism and apartheid, paying a heavy price
in the face of Israel’s systematic suppression, domination and violence, with 276 Palestinians
killed by Israeli forces and settlers in May 2021,7 and 2,650 detained between 13 April and 26
May 2021 across colonised Palestine.8
The momentum created by the Palestinian people during the Unity Intifada, in shifting the
international narrative to consider the Palestinian people as a whole, regardless of their geographic
location and legal status, and to address Zionist settler colonialism as the root cause of past, current,
and ongoing Israeli violations of international humanitarian law (IHL) and international human
rights law (IHRL), and associated international crimes, needs to be built on with wider
acknowledgement of the situation as it is in colonised Palestine, to genuinely address Israel’s
widespread and systematic crimes across colonised Palestine, and enable the Palestinian people to

HRC, ‘Ensuring respect for international humanitarian law and international human rights law’, (26 May 2021)
UN Doc. A/HRC/RES/S-30/1, para. 1.
7
Of the 276 Palestinians killed in May, 240 were killed during the military offensive on the Gaza Strip, 34 in the
West Bank, 16 of whom were killed in protests, and two killed in the 1948 Territory. Al-Haq, ‘Field Report on
Human Rights Violations in May 2021’ (14 June 2021),
https://www.alhaq.org/cached_uploads/download/2022/02/24/may-2021-report-in-english-1645707069.pdf.
8
Addameer Prisoner Support and Human Rights Association (Addameer) collected these numbers with coordination
with lawyers and local civil society groups.
6
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exercise their inalienable right to self-determination and permanent sovereignty and their
collective right of return.
The ongoing crimes against the Palestinian people that have continued for decades with no
accountability and reparations will continue unabated if the characterization of the situation on the
ground fails to consider Israel’s laws, institutions, policies, and practices, as part of a Zionist
settler-colonial, population-transfer, and apartheid regime, targeting the Palestinian people as a
whole. Setting this accurate framework will ensure that the Commission’s investigation be
consistent with its mandate.
3.

The Necessity of Recognizing Zionist Settler Colonialism as the Root Cause of Israel’s
Crimes

Since the institutionalization of the Zionist movement in the late 19th century,9 a settler colonial
project was envisioned and developed for Palestine. The Zionist Movement and its proto-state
organizations instituted a settler-colonial and apartheid regime over the Palestinian people and
territory with the establishment of the Israeli state. Through a plethora of charters, laws, policies,
and practices since its inception, Israel has intentionally acted to dispossess, segregate, fragment,
isolate, and oppress the indigenous Palestinian people as a whole, while denying their right to selfdetermination as affirmed since the adoption of the Covenant of the League of Nations. Israel and
its institutions, including organs of the state, have continued to further entrench this regime of
dispossession, appropriation, pillage, destruction of Palestinian property, population transfer,
demographic engineering and apartheid, sustaining these human rights violations and crimes
against the Palestinian people with impunity. The international community has consistently failed
to take effective measures to hold Israel accountable for its grave human rights violations, war
crimes, and crimes against humanity, nor has it addressed the root causes of the ongoing
dispossession, displacement, domination, and persecution of the Palestinian people.
After a century of ongoing Zionist settler colonialism against the indigenous Palestinian people,
the hegemonic narrative around Palestine, including that upheld by the UN to date, still portrays
the situation as the “Israeli-Palestinian conflict” which is centred on Israel’s occupation since 1967
of the West Bank, including East Jerusalem, and the Gaza Strip (constituting the oPt).
Complementing this “conflict” narrative is the IHL framework, which has several inherent
limitations to its application in the context of colonised Palestine. Generally, IHL does not outlaw
occupation, but merely governs it as a matter of fact.10 However, several analyses of Israel’s
occupation of the oPt have concluded that the Israeli occupation is illegal in itself, and not the
conduct and administrative practices of the occupying regime alone.11 This includes the analysis
Fayez Sayegh, ‘Zionist Colonialism in Palestine (1965)’ (2012) 2 Settler Colonial Studies, 206, 208.
Article 43, The Hague Regulations (1907). See Lord Arnold Duncan McNair and Sir Arthur Watts, The Legal
Effects of War (Cambridge University Press, 1966), 377–78.
11
Orna Ben-Naftali and others, ‘Illegal Occupation: Framing the Occupied Palestinian Territory’ (2005) 23 Berkeley
Journal of International Law 551.
9

10
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by UN Special Rapporteur on the oPt, Professor Michael Lynk, who has compellingly charted how
the Israeli occupation has crossed the legal red line into an illegal occupation, due to its violation
of its fundamental obligations as an Occupying Power, including by breaching the prohibition on
annexation, exceeding the principle of temporariness of occupation, as well as by systematically
failing to administer the occupied territory in the “best interests” of Palestinians, and in pursuit of
their right to self-determination and sovereignty.12
Even when we take into consideration that Israel’s occupation is illegal per se, the IHL framework
has only been applied to Palestinians in the oPt since 1967, excluding Palestinians in the 1948
territory (Palestinian citizens of Israel), as well as Palestinian refugees and exiles in the diaspora,
from the collective right to self-determination of the Palestinian people, and contributing to their
legal, political, and geographic fragmentation as a tool of apartheid.13 Moreover, the “conflict”
narrative suggests confrontation between two parties over opposing interests, neglecting the
history and the fundamental root causes that shape the identity and struggle of the Palestinian
people against the Zionist settler colonial project. Such paradigm also fails to reflect that power
and responsibility are asymmetrical between the Israeli colonisers and the indigenous Palestinian
people, who, before their land’s conquest by force had no reason to fight, and whose resistance is
inevitable.14 Further, the “conflict” narrative bounds responsive strategies in the outcomes of
settler colonialism, rather than targeting the root causes and the institutionalised structure of
oppression, dispossession and transfer itself.15
As such, the first step to genuinely address Israel’s ongoing crimes is by recognizing the root
causes as settler colonialism and its apartheid and population transfer regimes, rather than their
symptoms in the form of isolated human rights violations, as well as centralising the unity of the
Palestinian people and struggle for self-determination and decolonisation. A recognition of Israeli
apartheid and settler colonialism does not preclude the applicability of the occupation framework,
as reaffirmed by the 2009 study of the Human Sciences Research Council of South Africa,16 and
the 2007 report by the former UN Special Rapporteur on the oPt, Professor John Dugard.17
Israeli settler colonialism and apartheid can be understood by examining the ongoing denial of
millions of Palestinian refugees their right of return to their homes, lands, and properties, the
UNGA, ‘Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in the Palestinian territories occupied
since 1967,’ (23 October 2017) UN Doc A/72/43106.
13
UN Economic and Social Commission for Western Asia (ESCWA), ‘Israeli Practices towards the Palestinian
People and the Question of Apartheid’, (2017) UN Doc E/ESCWA/ECRI/2017/1, 37, https://oldwebsite.palestinestudies.org/sites/default/files/ESCWA%202017%20%28Richard%20Falk%29%2C%20Apartheid.pdf.
14
Awad Abdelfattah, ‘A just future demands the decolonization of Palestine – and a democratic state for all’, (+972
Magazine, 10 December 2019) https://www.972mag.com/decolonization-palestine-one-state/.
15
Omar Salamanca, ‘Past is Present: Settler Colonialism in Palestine’ (2012) 2 Settler Colonial Studies, 1, 4.
16
Virginia Tilley (ed), Occupation, Colonialism, Apartheid? A re-assessment of Israel’s Practices in the Occupied
Palestinian Territories Under International Law (Human Sciences Research Council, Cape Town, May 2009),
http://sro.sussex.ac.uk/id/eprint/43295/1/Occupation_Colonialism_Apartheid-FullStudy_copy.pdf
17
HRC, ‘Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in the Palestinian territories occupied
since 1967, John Dugard’ (29 January 2007) UN Doc. A/HRC/4/17, 3.
12
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strategic and systematic fragmentation of the Palestinian people as a whole, the ongoing forcible
transfer of the Palestinian people in colonised Palestine including the oPt,18 expanding land
dispossession and colonisation, and the violent mass suppression of any unified Palestinian
resistance, denying the Palestinian people the exercise of their inalienable right to selfdetermination. As outlined by Fiona Bateman and Lionel Pilkington: “It is misleading to refer to
settler colonialism in the past tense... [its] effects are permanent, and the process is still current.”19
Adopting the settler colonialism and apartheid framework allows for consideration of the plight of
the Palestinian people in its entirety and in integrum. It opens the door for holding the Israeli settler
colonial state responsible and assigning individual criminal responsibility to the perpetrators, both
legal and natural persons.20 This shifts the discourse from a focus on so-called political solutions
to a struggle for self-determination of the legally recognised indigenous people, aimed at
dismantling Israel’s regime of settler colonialism, apartheid, and occupation. This approach also
connects the Palestinian struggle with worldwide struggles of indigenous peoples against settler
colonialism and structural and institutionalised racism.
As early as the 1960s, Palestinian scholar Fayez Sayegh, explained that racism was “inherent in
the very ideology of Zionism and in the basic motivation for Zionist colonisation and
statehood.”21 Sayegh went on to explain that Zionist colonisation produced “racial selfsegregation, racial exclusiveness, and racial supremacy.”22 Today, there is mounting recognition
by UN member states, treaty bodies,23 UN human rights experts,24 and global civil society that the
situation in Palestine is one of apartheid.25
Palestinians and others have emphasised also that the settler-colonialism, population transfer and

18

This includes plans by Israel to force the transfer of 36,000 Palestinian Bedouin from the Naqab, in southern
Israel. See, Adalah, ‘Israel announces massive forced transfer of Bedouin citizens in Negev’ (30 January 2019),
https://www.adalah.org/en/content/view/9677
19
Fiona Bateman and Lionel Pilkington (eds), Studies in Settler Colonialism: Politics, Identity and Culture
(Palgrave Macmillan, 2011) 2.
20
International Convention on the Suppression and Punishment of the Crime of Apartheid (adopted 30 November
1973, entry into force 18 July 1976) 1015 UNTS 243 (Apartheid Convention); Article 7, Rome Statute of the
International Criminal Court, U.N. Doc. 2187 U.N.T.S. 90, 17 July 1998, (Rome Statute).
21
Fayez Sayegh, ‘Zionist Colonialism in Palestine (1965)’ (2012) 2 Settler Colonial Studies, 206, 214.
22
Fayez Sayegh, ‘Zionist Colonialism in Palestine (1965)’ (2012) 2 Settler Colonial Studies, 206, 214.
23
See: CERD, ‘Concluding observations of the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination on the
fourteenth to sixteenth periodic reports of Israel’, (3 April 2012), UN Doc. CERD/C/ISR/CO/14-16, para. 24.
24
See: OHCHR, ‘Israel’s 55-year occupation of Palestinian Territory is apartheid – UN human rights expert’ (25
March 2022) https://www.ohchr.org/en/press-releases/2022/03/israels-55-year-occupation-palestinian-territoryapartheid-un-human-rights; OHCHR, ‘Israeli annexation of parts of the Palestinian West Bank would break
international law – UN experts call on the international community to ensure accountability’, (16 June 2020)
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=25960&LangID=E.
25
See: Human Rights Watch, ‘A Threshold Crossed: Israeli Authorities and the Crimes of Apartheid and
Persecution’ (2021); Amnesty International, ‘Israel’s Apartheid against Palestinians: Cruel System of Domination
and Crime Against Humanity’ (2022).
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apartheid frameworks need to be understood together.26 This enables us to understand that the
indigenous Palestinian people and Jewish settlers have come to be racialised under Zionist
ideology and corresponding Israeli law, and the segregation and fragmentation of the Palestinian
people have been executed as part of a broader plan: that of settler colonisation of the entirety of
historic Palestine, including ongoing colonisation of the oPt.27 Soheir Asaad and Rania Muhareb
writing on the importance of framing apartheid within the broader context of settler colonialism
observed that:
“During the Unity Intifada in May 2021, we reclaimed our political will and agency in the
streets of Palestine. We eloquently spoke of our lived reality and the forces that shape it.
This is the voice that must be centred and emphasized—the voice of Palestinian organizers
on the ground. What Palestinians want is not “reforms” to our living conditions under the
reign of Zionism, but the dismantlement of its very foundations. We do not want “liberal
equality”—we want decolonisation, liberation, justice, and dignity.”28
4.

The Zionist Settler-colonial Project

Understanding Israel’s settler colonialism requires delving into the history of the Zionist settler
colonial movement and understanding the Israeli settler state as a product of this movement.29 This
is demonstrated in Israel’s adoption of Zionist settler colonial ideology upon its establishment in
1948 and ever since, which continues to systematically drive Israeli laws and policies to achieve
an exclusive Jewish settler state through the elimination of the indigenous Palestinian people,
including in the oPt.30
By the beginnings of World War I, the Palestinian people had been under the Ottoman Empire rule
for four centuries, and were clearly articulating their desire for self-determination, amid global
nation/state-building endeavours.31 Following World War I and the break-up of the Ottoman
Empire, the Covenant of the League of Nations sought to establish a system whereby colonial
mandatories provided “tutelage” to peoples in territories formerly governed under the empire.32

26

Birzeit University Institute of Law, 'Advocating for Palestinian Rights in Conformity with International Law
Guidelines: An outcome document of the conference - Law and Politics: Options and Strategies in International
Law for the Palestinian People’ (May 2013).
27
State of Palestine, ‘It is Apartheid’ (2021) 9, https://www.nad.ps/sites/default/files/20201230.pdf
28
Soheir Asaad and Rania Muhareb, ‘Dismantle What? Amnesty's Conflicted Messaging on Israeli Apartheid’
(Institute for Palestine Studies, 15 February 2022) https://www.palestine-studies.org/en/node/1652565
29
Tariq Dana, and Ali Jarbawi, ‘A Century of Settler Colonialism in Palestine: Zionism’s Entangled Project’
(December 2017), xxiv Brown Journal of World Affairs, 1, 2.
30
Ibid.
31
By 1920, the Palestinian people articulated their desire to self-determination as a sperate political community from
Greater Syria though the Palestine Arab Congress and in 1936 they established the Arab Higher Committee of
Palestine, as a representative of various Palestinian political parties. Noura Erakat, Justice for Some: Law and The
Question of Palestine (Stanford University Press, 2019) 24-31.
32
Article 22, Covenant of the League of Nations (adopted 28 April 1919, entered into force 10 January 1920)
‘Covenant of the League of Nations’).
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The League placed Palestine under British mandate, among the awards to Powers that emerged
victorious from the recent war. The League of Nation’s mandate system operated a hierarchy of
three mandate classes. Palestine was designated as a ‘Class A' mandate, which provisionally
recognised its independence as a unitary state within the designated self-determination unit.33 As
such, this was a recognition of the right of the Palestinian people to full self-determination. The
three other Class A mandate territories (Syria, Lebanon and Iraq), all came to full independence
post mandate.
In Europe, by the end of the 19th century, amid growing pressure of total assimilation or
persecution of Jewish persons and dominant ideologies of race-based pseudo-science and
nationalism, the Zionist Movement emerged. Instead of challenging the unjust persecution of Jews
within their respective European states, the Zionist Movement called for the creation of a new
ahistorical nation-state, as the “only” solution to escape European anti-Semitism.34 To realize the
objective of creating a Zionist nation-state, the Zionist Movement adopted the combined ideologies
of racialist self-identification of persons of Jewish faith and settler colonialism, which involves
not only the exploitation of indigenous people but, primarily, their elimination and erasure and the
annexation of their lands to the benefit of the newly constructed colonising racial group.35 The
elimination of the native does not necessarily pertain to only physical elimination, but includes
structural elimination, involving ongoing efforts of displacement, and denial of sovereignty.36
As early as 1882, the Zionist Movement dispatched the first wave of Jewish settlers to Palestine.37
The Zionist Movement was officially inaugurated in 1897, at the First Zionist Congress, held at
Basel, with the clear objective “to create for the Jewish people a home in Palestine secured by
public law.”38 To realize the objective of creating a Jewish state, the Zionist Movement needed a
defined population, a territory, and institutions of government,39 none of which existed at the time.
In order to fulfil all these prerequisites of a state, Zionist leaders called for a program of
organisation (a proto-state apparatus to perform colonisation), “diplomatic efforts to produce
political conditions that would permit, facilitate, and protect large-scale colonisation”40 and

33

Article 22, Covenant of the League of Nations; Victor Kattan, From Coexistence to Conquest (Pluto Press, 2009)
121.
34
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seeking recognition in public international law.41
The Zionist leadership first established proto-state institutions. These so-called “national”
institutions evolved predominantly in the forms of the World Zionist Organization (WZO) in 1897,
the Jewish National Fund (JNF) in 1901, and the Jewish Agency (JA), sharing the same structure
and directors as the WZO, in 1921. Each was chartered exclusively to benefit persons of “Jewish
race or descent.”42 The settler-colonial State of Israel, its laws, and organs,43 formally defer to
these institutions of material discrimination in all matters of legislation and policy affecting land
use, physical planning, environment, development, labour, commerce, agriculture, access to and
control over natural resources, and civil matters.44
Other similarly chartered institutions include the Histadrut trade-union conglomerate (1920),
managing (Jewish) labour resources,45 and Mekorot, formed in 1937 by Histadrut, JNF and JA,46
to govern water resources with the same discriminatory purpose and effect. Histadrut, in turn, also
founded the Haganah, an armed Zionist militia, in 1920, later to become the Israeli armed forces,
and Mapai, the anti-socialist Israeli Labour Party, in 1930.47
Other than the establishment of proto-state institutions, the founders of the Zionist Movement
colluded with imperial powers.48 In fact, as Palestinian scholar Fayez Sayegh put it: “Whereas
unilateral Zionist colonisation failed, in the thirty years preceding the First World War, to make
much headway, the alliance of Zionist colonialism and British imperialism succeeded, during the
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thirty years following the First World War, in accomplishing the objectives of both parties.”49
The efforts of the British-Zionist alliance culminated in a British government commitment to the
establishment of “a Jewish national home in Palestine” articulated in the Balfour Declaration of
1917.50 The Declaration unlawfully negated the rights of the indigenous Palestinian people to selfdetermination and regarded 90 percent of the Palestinian people in Palestine as a "minority" by
referring to them as “non-Jewish communities” entitled only to civil and religious rights.51
In 1923, the British Mandate of Palestine came into force and the Balfour Declaration was
incorporated in its preamble.52 Although the Palestinian people had the right to self-determination
in Mandatory Palestine, and the Mandatory was required to administer the territory in the interest
of the indigenous Palestinian people, these principles were contravened when Great Britain was
given the Palestine Mandate. Article 6 of the Mandate, for example, affirmed that the
Administration would “facilitate Jewish immigration under suitable conditions and shall
encourage…close settlement by Jews on the land, including State lands and waste lands not
required for public purposes.”53 Britain, as an Occupying Power and later as a mandatory Power,
never enjoyed full sovereign rights over Palestine, which would have permitted it to facilitate
colonisation in it.54 In fact, by 1923 Palestine was recognised as an independent state, as a
successor to the Ottoman Empire as of the Treaty of Lausanne.55
The Palestinian people argued that the incorporation of the Balfour Declaration was illegal, 56 and
that Britain was in breach of Article 22 of the Legal of Nations Covenant, which provides for the
provisional recognition of their independence, and their right to self-determination.57 They also
argued that Article 20 of the Legal of Nations Covenant required the mandatory Power to repeal
any obligations and to not enter any engagements that are inconsistent with its obligations under
the Covenant.58 These arguments were later confirmed by the International Court of Justice (ICJ)
in 1970, when it concluded that South Africa’s mandate of Namibia was illegal because it breached
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its fundamental obligation to respect the principle of the well-being and development of people
under mandatory rule, who are ultimately entitled to their right to self-determination.59
Britain perverted the course of Palestinian self-determination and instead, unlawfully facilitated
the country’s colonisation.60 Zionist settler colonialism flourished under the British Mandate of
Palestine.61 The British mandatory power facilitated and protected massive Zionist immigration,
transferred state lands to the Zionist Movement, and permitted the establishment of Zionist
institutions and paramilitary groups.62
Tensions between the indigenous Palestinian people and Jewish settlers over the latter’s
acquisitions of Palestinian land and property under the British Mandate culminated in the Great
Revolt in 1936, which began as a six-month general strike, and was met with mass suppression of
the Palestinian people under harsh British emergency regulations. These included tracking
Palestinian movement, using compulsory identity cards; hindering movement by erecting security
walls and imposing curfews and military occupation on entire villages; carrying out punitive
measures such as arbitrary detention, house demolitions, deportation and exile, extrajudicial
killing; life imprisonment for possession of firearms; and censoring the press.63 In three years,
British mandatory forces killed, wounded, detained, and/or exiled an estimated 10 percent of the
Palestinian male adult population, including Palestinian leadership.64
Because of Britain’s involvement in World War II, and the pressure of the Great Revolt (1936–
1939) (a Palestinian uprising against Britain’s governance and the Zionist colonial project), Britain
revisited its policies in a 1939 White Paper, which may be considered the official end of the BritishZionist alliance.65 The White Paper acknowledged the mistake in facilitating Zionist immigration
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and land acquisition, refused partition, and promised Palestinian independence in ten years.66 The
policy paper fuelled more tension, as the Zionist Movement considered it a betrayal and began to
organise a military wing to fight the British mandatory power and the indigenous Palestinian
people.67 Meanwhile, Britain referred the “Question of Palestine” to the UN, whereas the UN
Special Committee on Palestine (UNSCOP) was entrusted to decide the future of Palestine.68 The
UNSCOP acknowledged that the right of the Palestinian people to self-determination and
independence had been violated during the British mandate, “because of the intention to make
possible the creation of the Jewish National Home.”69 It is worth noting that by 1945, the principle
of self-determination to non-self-governing nations had acquired a more-significant legal standing
enshrined in the UN Charter itself.70
In November 1947, despite the sacrosanct international law principle of uti possidetis juris,71 the
UNGA recommended partitioning Palestine into an “Arab” and a “Jewish” state with economic
union. The partition of Palestine, as it stood at that time, violated sacrosanct principles of
international law by partitioning a self-determination unit in which Palestinian independence had
already been recognised.72 While the Jewish population owned less than seven percent of the land
in Mandate Palestine,73 the partition plan gave 56 percent of the territory to the future State of
Israel. According to Walid Khalidi,
“[t]he area designated for the Jewish state was 15 million dunams74… the UN was
effectively saying… go seize those additional 13.3 million dunams that you don’t own from
those who do.”75
He added:
“what the UNGA partition resolution basically did was to give… an alibi to establish the
new Jewish state by force of arms under the guise of conforming to the international will.”76
This is notwithstanding that the UNGA does not have the power to enforce its recommendations,
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specifically over a persistent sovereign objector to its proposal.77 In disregard of the wishes of the
indigenous Palestinian people, the UN partition plan was adopted as a resolution,78 and it
normalised the erasure of the Palestinian people and the continuation of a settler-colonial project
in a so-called sui generis paradigm.79
One pillar of settler colonialism is the transfer and replacement of the indigenous people.80
Between 1937 and 1948, the Zionist movement discussed and later endorsed the transfer of the
indigenous Palestinian people as a logical continuation of the movement’s establishment. Their
main debate revolved around whether transfer should be compulsory or not.81 David Ben-Gurion,
in his capacity as chairman of the Jewish Agency from 1935 and later as the first Israeli Prime
Minister, was a committed advocate of forced transfer. He believed that Zionists “must expel
Arabs and take their places...and, if we [Zionists] have to use force-not to dispossess the Arabs of
the Negev and Transjordan, but to guarantee our own right to settle in those places-then we have
force at our disposal…The compulsory transfer of the [Palestinian] Arabs from the valleys of the
proposed Jewish state could give us something which we never had … This is more than a state,
government and sovereignty, this is national consolidation in a free homeland.”82
Before the establishment of the settler colonial State of Israel, the Zionist movement had developed
Plan Dalet, which provided clear operational orders and called for the systematic and total
expulsion of the Palestinian people from the areas allocated to the Jewish state in the UN partition
plan.83 It is worth noting that the serious crime of population transfer had already been prohibited
at this stage as a violation of customary international law. 84 At the start of the Nakba, under Plan
Dalet,85 Zionist militias destroyed 531 Palestinian villages and 11 urban neighbourhoods and
expelled their indigenous population, which rendered 80 percent of the Palestinian people refugees
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and internally displaced within their own country.86 Plan Dalet also grounded Israeli military
doctrine of targeting homes, shelters and shelter seekers, which remains operative to the present.87
In advance of the proclamation of the State of Israel, Zionist militias conducted massacres in
strategically located villages across Palestine. These were carried out as “warnings” to nearby
towns of what to expect in the case of resistance to the expulsion campaign to follow. 88 Zionist
militias killed approximately 15,000 Palestinians in over 70 massacres throughout the Nakba,
which continued until 1949.89 These included the massacre of over 100 Palestinians in Deir Yassin
in Jerusalem on 9 April 1948 in an effort to “to break Arab morale” and “create panic throughout
Palestine”.90 On 15 May 1948, Zionist militias massacred 200 Palestinians in al-Tantura, in the
Haifa district.91 On 29 October 1948, Israeli soldiers entered the village of al-Dawayma, in the
Hebron district, killing up to 300 Palestinians.92
The associated Zionist forces’ campaign of village and town destruction resulted to some 154–
156,000 demolished Palestinian homes,93 among an untold number of other structures. Israeli
forces imposed a closed military zone over those localities to prevent refugee return and extended
martial law over the surviving Palestinian communities for the next 20 years. The notorious Jewish
National Fund (JNF) subsequently reforested most of those former village sites to cover the ethnic
cleansing and population-transfer crimes.94
On 14 May 1948, David Ben-Gurion proclaimed the establishment of the State of Israel on 77
86
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percent of the land of Mandate Palestine, where only 150,000 indigenous Palestinians remained,
25 percent of whom were internally displaced.95 While the crime of deportation of civilians was
prosecuted at the Nuremberg trials,96 Israel was rewarded as a “peace-loving” new member of the
UN, disregarding its establishment by force,97 and the atrocities it committed in Palestine including
the serious crime of population transfer. Further, Israel’s establishment was premised on a breach
of the UN’s own condition for its new membership, i.e., the grant of the right of return of the
Palestinian people who it had illegally displaced and dispossessed.98 As such, the establishment of
the State of Israel was the culmination of the Zionist settler colonial movement but not its end. The
Israeli settler colonial state adopted the Zionist ideology of transferring and replacing the
indigenous Palestinian people, and established an institutionalized regime of Jewish racial
domination and oppression over the Palestinian people in order to achieve an exclusive Jewish
majority state.99
5.

Constructing Israel’s Apartheid Regime

Apartheid is defined in the 1973 International Convention on the Suppression and Punishment of
the Crime of Apartheid (Apartheid Convention), and the Rome Statue, supplementing the brief
reference found in the International Convention on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination
(ICERD),100 which enshrined in Article 3 that “States Parties particularly condemn racial
segregation and apartheid and undertake to prevent, prohibit and eradicate all practices of this
nature in territories under their jurisdiction.”101 The Apartheid Convention provides the most
detailed definition of the crime of apartheid,102 to include “inhumane acts… committed for the
purpose of establishing and maintaining domination by one racial group of persons over any other
racial group of persons and systematically oppressing them.”103 The Rome Statute complements
the definition contained in the Apartheid Convention, prohibiting it as a crime against humanity,
and defining it as “inhumane acts… committed in the context of an institutionalized regime of
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systematic oppression and domination by one racial group over any other racial group or groups
and committed with the intention of maintaining that regime.”104
In a joint submission in 2019 to the UN Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination
(CERD),105 Al-Haq and a group of Palestinian and regional human rights organisations analysed
the creation and maintenance of Israel’s institutionalised regime of racial domination and
oppression over the Palestinian people as a whole, amounting to the crime of apartheid under
Article 3 of ICERD, Article 7(1)(j) of the 1988 Rome Statute, and the Apartheid Convention. This
led to the important concluding observations in January 2020 of the Committee in paragraph 23:
“Recalling its previous concluding observations (CERD/C/ISR/CO/14-16, para. 11), the
Committee draws the State party’s attention to its general recommendation 19 (1995)
concerning the prevention, prohibition and eradication of all policies and practices of racial
segregation and apartheid, and urges the State party to give full effect to article 3 of the
Convention to eradicate all forms of segregation between Jewish and non-Jewish
communities and any such policies or practices which severely and disproportionately affect
the Palestinian population in Israel proper and in the Occupied Palestinian Territory.”106
As such, the CERD called on Israel to eradicate its discriminatory racial discrimination and
apartheid policies and practices against Palestinians on both sides of the Green Line, i.e., across
colonised Palestine.
a.

Palestinian Displacement, Dispossession, and Domination through Discriminatory Israeli
Laws and Policies

In order to legalize and legitimize crimes committed before the Nakba, and ensure the continuation
of displacement and dispossession, Zionist leadership designed a series of laws particularly in the
domains of land and nationality, clearly dividing between the indigenous Palestinian people and
Jewish Israelis, laying the foundation for its apartheid regime. Such domains particularly pour into
the overarching settler colonial project to erase Palestinian presence, dominate their land, and
replace them with a settler society.
3.1.1. Nationality, Citizenship and Residency
In 1948, around 80 percent of the Palestinian people became refugees, dispossessed of their land
and property, fleeing to the West Bank, Gaza, and neighbouring countries. At the time of the
Nakba, Israel was prohibited from expelling and denationalising Palestinians by international
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law,107 and continues to hold a legal obligation to fulfil their right of return to their homes and
properties.108 Denying Palestinian refugees and displaced persons their right of return to their
homes is a continuing violation of forced transfer, since the state remains not in conformity with
its obligation for the entire period that the wrongful act continues.109
Instead of fulfilling its obligation, Israel adopted policies and laws pertaining to nationality,
residency, and immigration to systematically prevent Palestinian refugee return while establishing
“Jewish-national”110 domination over the indigenous Palestinian people, and forcing most of the
Palestinian people into a situation of prolonged refugeehood, displacement, and statelessness. As
per its settler colonial logic, the return of millions of refugees and internally displaced persons is
presented as a threat to the “the existence of Israel as a Jewish state, obliterating its basic identity
as the homeland of the Jewish people and a refuge for persecuted Jews worldwide.”111
In 1950, Palestinians from the village of Iqrit in al-Jalil (the Galilee), who were forcibly displaced
from their village during the Nakba, which was then declared as a closed area and transferred to
Jewish settlers, filed a case at the Israeli Supreme Court to demand their right of return.112 In 1951,
the Court ruled in favour of the villagers and ordered the Israeli Minister of “Defence” to give
effect to the right of return of the Iqrit villagers to their homes. Contravening the order, the Israeli
military demolished the whole village.113 Commenting on the story of Iqrit, the then Israeli Prime
Minister Ben Gurion stated: “we don’t want this to create a precedent for the repatriation of
refugees.”114
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committed against any civilian population.” Accordingly, the transfer of the Palestinian people was illegal under
international law at the time of the Nakba, and Israel, following the establishment of the state, was under an obligation
to repatriate and compensate those displaced under the laws of war, which had become customary by 1945.
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Israel’s persistent refusal to grant Palestinian refugees, displaced persons, and their descendants
their right of return amounts to a core element in the establishment and maintenance of its apartheid
regime. Article II(c) of the Apartheid Convention defines the crime of apartheid as involving
“inhuman acts” comprising “any legislative measures … calculated to prevent a racial group…
from participation in the political, social, economic and cultural life of the country … by denying
[them] … the right to leave and to return to their country.”115 This is also a core method used by
Israel to prevent the Palestinian people from exercising their collective right to self-determination
and from collectively challenging Israel’s apartheid regime.
Discriminatory laws that have been designed to deny Palestinian refugees their right to return
include the 1950 Law of Return, which grants every Jewish person the exclusive right to enter
Israel as a Jewish immigrant.116 The Law also establishes a “nationality” right as a superior status
distinct from Israeli citizenship. Within this constructed race-based classification, as promoted by
the WZO/JA and JNF, it “assigns the right for “Jewish nationality” to every Jewish individual
anywhere in the world.”117 By contrast, Israel denies Palestinian refugees their rights of return,
restitution, rehabilitation, and compensation promised in UNGA resolution 194 of 1948.118
This is supplemented by the Citizenship Law of 1952,119 which is officially mistranslated in
English as a “Nationality Law,” confounds the actual distinction between the two distinct levels
of civil status in Israeli law and policy. The 1952 Citizenship Law confers Israeli citizenship by
customary means, i.e., birth, marriage, or residency. It also confers automatic citizenship to any
Jew who enters Israel under the category of “return,” under the Law of Return, and grants them
the right to settle anywhere within Israel’s jurisdiction or effective control, including the oPt.
Israel’s Citizenship Law grants “return” as the pathway to Israeli citizenship unique to Jews,
defined as persons born to a Jewish mother or, in rare cases, having converted to Judaism. Like
the Law of Return, the Law of Citizenship precludes Palestinians who were residing outside of
Palestine between 1948 and 1952 (i.e., as so-called “absentees”) from obtaining Israeli citizenship,
denying the right of return to millions of Palestinian refugees and exiles in the oPt and
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elsewhere.120
While Palestinians residing within the 1948 territory were granted Israeli citizenship after the
military administration came to an end in 1966, because of the superior status of “Jewish
nationality,” citizenship is not a basis of equal rights for all.121 As such, Palestinians in the 1948
territory receive inferior services, suffer from discriminatory and restrictive zoning laws and
limited budget allocations, and face restrictions in access to jobs and professional opportunities.122
In 2018, the Knesset adopted the Basic Law: Nation State of the Jewish People, which codifies the
Jewish character of the settler colonial State of Israel and further elevates the privileged status of
persons of Jewish faith or birth of a Jewish mother as “Jewish nationals,” whether or not they hold
Israeli citizenship. This law “articulates the ethnic-religious identity of the state as exclusively
Jewish”123 and weakens the constitutional status of the indigenous Palestinian people. As a Basic
Law, the Jewish Nation-State Law modifies Israel's constitutional framework to serve one “ethnic”
group and explicitly provides that “[t]he exercise of the right to national self-determination in the
State of Israel is unique to the Jewish people.” This further entrenches Israel’s regime of
institutionalized racial domination and repression against the Palestinian people by denying them
their inalienable right to self-determination, including sovereignty over natural wealth and
resources. It further establishes “Jewish settlement as a national value,” giving constitutional force
to the expansion of exclusively Jewish settler colonies in colonised Palestine. The Jewish NationState Law represents the most-overt legislative act enshrining Israel’s racial domination against
the Palestinian people since 1948 and further exposes its apartheid regime.
In Jerusalem, Israel continues to annex the city in its entirety since 1948, in violation of the
prohibition on the acquisition of territory through the threat or use of force and the right of the
indigenous Palestinian people to self-determination and permanent sovereignty in their capital.124
The Entry into Israel Law of 1952 imposes the precarious “permanent resident” status on
Palestinians present in occupied East Jerusalem since 1967, effectively rendering Palestinians
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foreign visitors in their own capital and the land of their birth.125
Israel has used the policy of residency revocation based on expanding illegal, and vague criteria
as the most common and direct tool to transfer protected Palestinians from occupied East
Jerusalem,126 with the goal of demographic manipulation in the city to replace them with IsraeliJewish settlers and settlements, in violation of the status of the city under international law,127 and
the inalienable right of the Palestinian people to self-determination and permanent sovereignty.
Since 1967, at least 14,500 Palestinians in East Jerusalem have had their residencies revoked by
the Israeli occupying authorities.128
Over the years, Israel has gradually expanded the criteria for the revocation of residency rights,
including on punitive grounds.129 On 7 March 2018, the Israeli Knesset codified this practice with
the adoption of an amendment to the Entry into Israel Law (Temporary provision) 5763 – 2003,
which gives the Minister of Interior the power to revoke the permanent residency status of
Palestinian residents for “breach of allegiance to Israel.”130
Other residency laws denying family unification for Palestinians, have been used to manipulate
the demographics in Jerusalem and in the 1948 territory, undermining the right to family life of
Palestinians, while further fragmenting the Palestinian people.131 Palestinians from the West Bank
and Gaza Strip, as well as Palestinian exiles who are citizens of third states, face significant
challenges in receiving family unification permits when they marry a Palestinian resident of
Jerusalem or a Palestinian of the 1948 territory.132
The Citizenship and Entry into Israel Law, first enacted in 2003 as a Temporary Order, prohibits
the granting of residency or citizenship status to Palestinian spouses from the oPt who are married
to Palestinians with Israeli citizenship or residency status, thereby denying them of their right to
family unification, right to family life, and right to equality in marriage and choice of spouse. Over
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a third of family unification applications coming from Palestinian Jerusalem residents were denied
between 2000 and 2013.133 In 2019, the Israeli Ministry’s Population and Immigration Authority
began rejecting family unification requests based on “intolerable workload” rather than the merits
of the request itself.134 The Temporary Order was renewed on an annual basis until July 2021 when
it was voted down by the Knesset as a result of political infighting between the ruling coalition,
Likud, and Religious Zionism.135
Despite the law’s expiration, Israel’s Interior Minister and the State Prosecutor’s Office applied
the discriminatory law to Palestinian applications,136 pending the extension of the order or the
adoption of an updated law. On 10 March 2022, the Israeli Knesset adopted the Citizenship and
Entry into Israel Law, with the explicit provision stating its goal is to ensure a Jewish demographic
majority.137
In addition, Israel has also imposed severe restrictions to the registration of children born from a
parent from Jerusalem and another from another region of the West Bank, in violation of a wide
range of fundamental rights, including to being registered immediately after birth, education, and
freedom of movement. According to a report by St. Yves from 2013, around 10,000 children were
not registered with the Ministry of Interior.138
Similarly, Israel continues to control the granting of residency status to Palestinians in the oPt.
Immediately following the start of the Israeli occupation in 1967, Israel established a military
administration to govern the oPt.139 There, Israel extended its laws and practices through
transposing military orders to give effect to institutionalized racial domination already adopted
inside the 1948 territory. Such discriminatory policies and practices had similarly been evidenced
in the Israeli military administration of the 1948 territory between 1948-1966, as well as the
occupied Syrian Golan. Israel has extensively adopted legislation in the oPt to impose Israeli
Jewish superiority and domination over Palestinians through land appropriation and discriminatory
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residency status by resorting to a myriad of civilian laws and military orders while also selectively
applying Ottoman, British, and Jordanian legal codes. In this manner, Israel has advanced its
colonial objectives, in violation of an Occupying Power’s obligation not to alter the laws in force
in the occupied territory, beyond military necessity and the humanitarian considerations, as per
Article 43 of The Hague Regulations, and the prohibition on alienating private and public
immoveable property under Articles 46 and 55 of The Hague Regulations of 1907.
The residency system put in place for Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza Strip under Israeli
military law included mechanisms for revoking residency statuses. Palestinians in the oPt were
required to acquire exit permits, at the discretion of the Israeli Ministry of Interior, to travel abroad.
If a resident failed to return before the expiration of their permit, s/he would be at risk of being
deleted from the Population Registry and losing her/his residency status.140 From 1967 until 1994,
Israel revoked the residency status of around 140,000 Palestinians from the West Bank and
108,878 from the Gaza Strip.141 Under the Oslo Accords, authority over the population registry
was transferred to the newly established Palestinian Authority (PA) in 1995. The PA was given
the authority to grant permanent residency in the Gaza Strip and the West Bank, excluding East
Jerusalem, for family unification subject to Israel’s approval.142 For example, the Israeli occupying
authorities implement an annual quota system to deal with the family unification requests, and had
frozen the handling of applications for family reunification, in order to advance its demographic
engineering goals.143
In contrast, the settler colonial State of Israel and the military commander “acted to gradually apply
Israeli law to settlers and to remove them, in practice, from the jurisdiction of military law,”
thereby illegally extending Israeli domestic law into the oPt.144 In that, Israel has used its domestic
law to extend the superior benefits and privileges to Israeli-Jewish settlers illegally residing in the
oPt.145 Accordingly, Israeli courts treat Israel’s illegal settlements as “Israeli islands” requiring the
application of Israeli domestic law.146 In effect, this has created two distinct and segregated legal
regimes in the West Bank whose application is determined based on racial identity, with Israeli
citizens and Jewish settlers subject to Israeli law and Palestinians subject to military law. As noted
by Professor John Dugard and Dr. John Reynolds: “Through a combination of parliamentary and
military legislation, the Israeli authorities have created parallel legal universes whereby distinct
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regimes, premised on a principle of ‘separate but unequal’, apply to the two groups living in the
one territory.”147
3.1.2. Confiscation and Expropriation
Since 1948, Israel has devised a system to legalize and legitimize its seizure of Palestinian land,
homes, and property taken by force, which expanded to include discriminatory zoning and
planning policies to further confiscate and appropriate Palestinian land, and restrict and confine
the growth of Palestinian villages and cities.
In 1950, Israel adopted the Absentee Property Law,148 which is the main law regulating the
property of Palestinians who were away from their property, abroad, forced to flee, or were
displaced at the start of the Nakba. The law declared Palestinian refugees’ property to be “absentee
property,” thereby stripping Palestinians of their ownership rights and enabling the confiscation of
their land and property by the state, to which they continue to have ownerships rights over. The
regime has involved transferring control to the Custodian Council for Absentee’s Property. The
law also has applied to the property of Palestinians internally displaced inside the 1948 territory
by creating the category of “present absentees,” whose property rights were also stripped by the
state.149
The 1953 Land Acquisition Law (Actions and Compensation) provided for the transfer of land,
from its Palestinian owners to the state, that had previously been confiscated for military and
development purposes or existing and newly established Jewish settlements.150 As a result, around
1.2 million dunams of land were expropriated from Palestinians.151 In conjunction, the Land
Ordinance of 1943 and its amendments, originating from the British Mandate era, has also been
used to confiscate Palestinian land for “public purposes” and to transfer it to state ownership.152
In the field of Jewish settlement, WZO/JA and JNF operationalize and ensure the outcomes of
Israel’s policy of population transfer,153 as a central purpose of the state. The 1952 World Zionist
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Organization-Jewish Agency (Status) Law154 authorizes the WZO/JA and affiliates to function in
Israel as quasi-governmental entities, carrying out public functions. The law states, for its
purposes, that the WZO, operating also as the JA, continues to manage Jewish settlement projects
and authorizes it to develop and settle Jews in the country and to coordinate with Jewish institutions
and organizations active in those fields.
Israel’s parastatal institutions such as the WZO/JA, and the JNF, are chartered to carry out
discrimination against non-Jewish persons and have historically prevented the indigenous
Palestinian people in colonised Palestine and those displaced as refugees from accessing or
exercising control over their natural wealth and resources, including land. Thus, on behalf of the
settler colonial State of Israel, these institutions deny Palestinians their means of subsistence by
exploiting and diverting Palestinian natural resources for the exclusive benefit of Israeli-Jewish
settlers. Therefore, these institutions play a key role in Israel’s settler colonial and apartheid regime
over the Palestinian people, its demographic manipulation, recruitment, and implantation of
settlers, as well as planning, financing, and expanding settlements on Palestinian land across
colonised Palestine through Zionist immigration and settlement, as their principal task is “to work
actively to build and maintain Israel as a Jewish State, particularly through immigration policy.”155
In 1960, Israel ensured that the ownership of the confiscated and appropriated Palestinian land and
property would be non-transferrable beyond the state, the JNF, and the Development Authority
through the adoption of The Basic Law: Israel Lands.156 Built on preceding legislative acts, the
Israel Land Law prevents the return of land to Palestinians and restricts its use to Jews only, as
guaranteed under JNF management. In parallel, the Israel Lands Administration Law (1960)
established the Israel Lands Administration ((later on renamed Israel Land Authority) to
administer the newly gained land acquired by conquest, confiscation, and expropriation, as well as
establishing the Israel Lands Council, which is empowered to develop the land policy and
supervise the activities of the administration.157
Much of the confiscations of Palestinian land in the 48 Territory took place between 1948 until the
end of military rule in 1966 but continues under various pretexts.158 While the Jewish population
owned around seven percent of the land in Mandate Palestine before the establishment of the settler
colonial State of Israel,159 following the institution of this legal regime aimed at mass land
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appropriation, the Israel Land Authority (ILA), controls 93 percent of land inside the 1948
territory, including annexed Jerusalem, which according to the 1960 Israel Lands Law, is land
prohibited from transfer through sale or any other way.160 This effectively means that the land
cannot be transferred from Jewish control to non-Jews, particularly the indigenous Palestinian
people.161 In 1998, the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights CESCR found that
“the large-scale systematic confiscation of Palestinian land and property by the State and the
transfer of that property to these [Zionist] agencies constitute an institutionalized form of
discrimination, because these agencies by definition would deny the use of these properties to nonJews.”162
Israel has also used so-called JNF “forestation projects” to conceal the evidence of its mass
appropriation of depopulated Palestinian villages and towns, and to further the displacement and
dispossession of the indigenous Palestinian people, by planting any coniferous trees on land used
for other purposes to trigger state claim over lands that are “forest reserve[s].”163 These plantings
and their classification are used as a pretext to prevent Palestinians across colonised Palestine from
accessing their land. As noted by Yara Hawari: “Palestinians have long dubbed the JNF’s so-called
forestation efforts “greenwashing” – a term that refers to a state or company pretending to be
environmentally friendly in order to deflect attention from criminal activity.”164
According to Zochrot, “86 Palestinian villages lie buried underneath JNF parks.”165 Such was the
fate of three 1967 forcibly depopulated villages; ‘Imwas, Yalo, and Beit Nouba, located in the
Latroun area, approximately 20 kilometres north-west of Jerusalem, whose 10,000 Palestinian
residents were forcibly transferred. Their villages were entirely destroyed and their lands
appropriated by Israel at the start of the occupation in 1967. Subsequently, the JNF of Canada
created a recreational park on the ruins of the destroyed occupied Palestinian villages.166
The latest greenwashing attempt is in the Naqab, where the ILA has allocated the lands of the AlAtrash Bedouin tribe to the JNF, “for the purpose of ‘preserving’ the land, despite registered claims
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of ownership over this land and use for agriculture by Bedouin residents”.167 According to Adalah
“the plan’s sole purpose is political: to stop the recognition and development of Bedouin villages
and to displace Bedouin families”.168
Since 1967, Israeli civil law has been illegally extended to occupied East Jerusalem.169 To cement
Palestinian dispossession and displacement in East Jerusalem, Israel enacted the Legal and
Administrative Matters Law in 1970, which transfers Israeli civil law to occupied East Jerusalem,
including the 1950 Absentee Property Law.170 Other provisions in the 1970 Law exclusively allow
Israeli Jews to pursue claims to land and property allegedly owned by Jews in East Jerusalem
before the establishment of the settler colonial State of Israel in 1948.171 The 1970 Law has been
utilized by settler organizations, who managed to acquire land title from the Israeli Custodian
General and who then file eviction lawsuits against Palestinians in East Jerusalem.172
In the Karm al-Ja’ouni area of Sheikh Jarrah neighbourhood and Batn al-Hawa neighbourhood in
Silwan, 15 Jerusalemite families totalling 37 households of around 195 Palestinians, are at
imminent risk of forcible transfer, due to the separate cases filed against them before Israeli courts
by the settler organizations Nahalat Shimon International and Ataret Cohanim, utilizing the
aforementioned law.173 Alarmingly, Nahalat Shimon International had previously evicted three
Palestinian families of around 67 Palestinians from Karm al-Ja’ouni area in Sheikh Jarrah in 2008
and 2009.174 Notably, most of the Palestinian residents of these neighbourhoods are refugees, who
continue to be denied their right to return and to reclaim their original properties, that are
dispossessed under the Absentee Property Law. In this example, we see how Israeli laws work to
enforce the institutionalized regime of systematic domination and oppression over the Palestinian
people and allow exclusive property ownership to Israeli Jewish settlers and displacement and
dispossession of the indigenous Palestinian population.
In the oPt, the Israeli military commander has given effect through military orders to similar laws
to dispossess Palestinian immoveable property, by manipulating the legislation in force prior to
the occupation, and introducing substantial legal changes to laws regulating land. For example, the
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Absentee Property Law, was transposed into the oPt in 1967, in the form of Military Order No. 58.
According to the Order, land of Palestinians who left the West Bank on or before 7 June 1967, was
declared “abandoned” and consequently administered by the Custodian of Absentee Property, who
is obliged to safeguard the property, until the “absentee” Palestinians return.175 Simultaneously,
Palestinian refugees were denied their right to return, including through a process of mass
residency revocation between 1967 to 1994.176 The Custodian has handed over large portions of
such appropriated land to illegal settlements.177
The expropriation of Palestinian land and alteration of the demography by transferring Palestinians
to create and expand Jewish localities and settlements across colonised Palestine remains one of
the core objectives of the Zionist policy. New discriminatory policies and laws are regularly
adopted to achieve these population-transfer objectives.178
3.1.3. Discriminatory Zoning and Planning
Israel has combined a strategy of adopting laws to legalize and legitimize the dispossession that
took place during the periods of aggression while also facilitating future land grabs by creating a
comprehensive plan to appropriate Palestinian land. During the second phase of this process, Israel
has used aggressive planning and zoning policies across colonised Palestine to contain and
concentrate Palestinian populations in Palestinian ‘Bantustan-style’ villages and cities.179
Palestinian localities within the 1948 territory face significant institutional, juridical, and
bureaucratic planning obstacles imposed by Israel that severely limit their natural expansion to
accommodate population growth and other needs through unreasonable delays in the approval of
building plans and high rejection rates of building permits.180 Any building plan must fit the
national and district Master Plans as outlined by the Israeli government which have “systematically
aimed to limit the development of Palestinian localities through various pretexts such as defining
surrounding areas as ‘forests and afforesting,’ ‘national parks and natural reserves,’ roads and
infrastructure, as well as by excluding their development through designing criteria that the
Palestinian villages do not fall within.”181
Elsewhere inside the 1948 territory, the settler colonial State of Israel and parastatal institutions
devote considerable resources to establishing and expanding Jewish-only towns and
neighbourhoods on “state lands” under Israeli planning law. Planning law and practice embrace
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the discriminatory provisions of the parastatals that determine eligibility for residence and access
to housing and land. In local and municipal development, Israel’s racist criteria have weaponized
the concepts of “social and cultural fabric” and “social cohesion” to exclude indigenous
Palestinians from development opportunities. The Absentee Property Law (1950) and Negev
Individual Settlements Law (2011) have operated to deny Palestinians’ rights to their housing and
land, including properties that Palestinians in the 1948 territory rightfully own.
The Admissions Committees in Israeli Regional Planning Councils have long operated to provide
an additional patina of planning procedure that excludes Palestinians from housing and land.182
These bodies ensure a tie-breaking Jewish Agency majority vote to discriminate against non“Jewish nationals” in hundreds of communities in the 1948 territory to reject housing applicants
for their “social unsuitability.” In 2009, this customary practice was enshrined in the Admissions
Committees Law to prevent Palestinians citizens from living with Jews and enforce de facto
housing segregation between Jewish and Palestinian citizens. Despite 2011 amendments to the
law, restricting discrimination, and a Knesset report exposing abuse,183 the Israeli Supreme Court
dismissed numerous petitions challenging the law and discriminatory practice, ruling that the
discriminatory nature of the Admissions Committees did not clearly violate constitutional rights.184
In the West Bank, the oppressive zoning and planning regime consists of a purposefully complex
tapestry of lands laws from Ottoman rule, the British mandate period, and Jordanian control
supplemented by numerous Israeli military orders designed to displace Palestinians and unlawfully
appropriate their land, through arbitrary declarations of large parts of land as “State land” and
closed military zones in order to expand Israeli settlements.185
In the West Bank, local law had empowered the High Planning Council (HPC), operating under
the (Jordanian) Minister of Planning. As of June 1967, however, the Military Government of Israel
began administering the occupied territory by military orders, transferring planning authority to
“anyone appointed by the commander,”186 who also appoints other members of the HPC. Until the
Oslo Accords, the HPC maintained three subcommittees for: (1) Israeli settlement, (2)
(Palestinian) house demolitions and (3) local planning and development. The first of these
secretive subcommittees has organized and sanctioned population transfer, wanton destruction,
and settler implantation.187 The third of these, as its name indicates, oversees physical planning
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and development in Palestinian towns and villages and still operates in 61 percent of the West
Bank, designated as Area C during the Oslo II (1995) phase of occupation,188 where Palestinians
are prevented from constructing or renovating any infrastructure, including homes, agricultural
roads, water wells and irrigation networks, without first obtaining permits, which are rarely
issued.189 Many Palestinians proceed with building without the required permits, under an everpreventable risk of demolition under the discriminatory planning and zoning system.
The Israeli government has issued countless military orders declaring Palestinian land in the West
Bank as closed military areas, subsequently requisitioning it and allocating it to existing Israeli
settlements or to establish new ones.190 Moreover, Israel continues to build settlements on
Palestinian land in the West Bank by declaring the vast majority of land as ‘State Land’.191 Prior
to the occupation in 1967, some 530,000 dunams were allocated as ‘State Land’ which Israel
increased to 1.4 million dunams. Of these, the Israeli occupying authorities have allocated 99.76
percent (about 674,459 dunams) for the exclusive use of Israeli settlements. 192
In 1971, the Israeli military commander further institutionalized discrimination by issuing Military
Order No. 418. The Order authorizes the Israeli HPC to “amend, cancel, or condition the validity
of any plan or permit.”193 Formalizing an arbitrary basis of discrimination, Military Order No. 418
authorizes the same HPC to “exempt any person from the obligation to obtain a permit required
under the Law,”194 a privilege which is bestowed on Jewish settlers to facilitate their lawless
construction and colonisation on Palestinian territory.
With around 300 illegal settlements in the West Bank, including in occupied East Jerusalem, with
more than 680,000 illegally transferred in Israeli-Jewish settlers,195 Palestinians have been left with
dire impacts on their rights. Israel’s settler colonial enterprise not only unlawfully appropriates
Palestinian land and hinders the freedom of movement of Palestinians, but also deepens territorial
and demographic fragmentation between Palestinian communities, undermining Palestinian
territorial and social contiguity and integrity, and denying the Palestinian people from exercising
their inalienable right to self-determination, including permanent sovereignty over their natural
resources.
One of the direct results of Israel’s settler colonial enterprise is settler violence, which is an
ongoing and systematic reality for Palestinians as part of the coercive environment to induce
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Palestinian displacement, but has been increasing in the recent years, due to Israel’s systematic
failure to enforce the law with regards to settler violence, or conduct effective investigations and
prosecutions of offending settlers, thereby creating a climate of impunity.196 Moreover, there has
been increased documentation of incidents of settlers attacks where the Israeli occupying
authorities not only stand passively by while Palestinians are attacked by settlers, but also actively
attack Palestinians during these settler attacks.197 During the Unity Intifada, settler violence was
evident as a state-stationed policy across colonised Palestine. Settlers attacked and killed
Palestinians across colonised Palestine,198 including Mousa Hassouna, a 32-year-old Palestinian
citizen of Israel from al-Lydd who was killed on 10 May 2021 by an Israeli settler during a
protest.199 Settlers also organised and carried out lynch mob attacks against Palestinians, their
homes and properties across colonised Palestine.200 Meanwhile, attacks and intimidations by
settlers continued against Palestinians in the Sheikh Jarrah neighbourhood facing the imminent
threat of forcible transfer,201 and settler marches that called for “death to Arabs”.202
In addition to isolating Palestinians in the Gaza Strip through an illegal 14-year land, sea, and air
blockade and closure, which amounts to illegal collective punishment, the Israeli occupying
authorities have also designated land in Gaza as “access restricted areas” and “buffer zones” to
restrict Palestinians’ access to their land. Israel has established a restricted buffer zone that extends
100 to 300 meters beyond the border fence into Gaza, which is expanded during times of conflict,
that is only accessible on foot by farmers. The area within 100 metres of the fence is “a military
“no-go zone,” in which access203 and the planting of trees and plants higher than 80 centimetres is
strictly prohibited.204 These restrictions affect up to 35 percent of the Gaza Strip’s agricultural
land, with deleterious effects on Gaza’s ability to be food sufficient for its population of
approximately two million Palestinians.205
In annexed Jerusalem, Israel has unlawfully nullified the previous provisions of the 1966 Jordanian
Planning Law, which had placed competence over planning, zoning, and building permissions in
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the hands of Palestinian village councils in the occupied East Jerusalem.206 Despite the fact that
East Jerusalem is occupied and illegally annexed and the majority of the population in East
Jerusalem are Palestinians and that Israeli settlers reside illegally in occupied East Jerusalem,
Israeli zoning laws have allocated 35 per cent of the land area for the construction of illegal
settlements, and 52 per cent of East Jerusalem has been allocated as “green areas” and “unplanned
areas” in which construction is prohibited. As such, only 13 per cent of the land is allocated for
Palestinian construction.207
Most of the zoned area for Palestinian construction in Jerusalem was already densely constructed
in 1967. Most of the planning schemes submitted by Palestinians are rejected by the Israeli
authorities.208 Additionally, the process of acquiring building permits and legal aid to obtain such
permits typically surpasses what Palestinian residents of East Jerusalem can afford. As such,
Palestinians in East Jerusalem have been left with no alternative but to build without permits. The
Israeli discriminatory system has caused an acute housing shortage for Palestinians. By 2015, only
seven per cent of building permits were granted for Palestinian residents of East Jerusalem by the
Israeli occupation municipality.209 The UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs
(OCHA) estimates that around 90,000 Palestinians are at risk of house demolitions in occupied
East Jerusalem.210
b.

Strategic Fragmentation of the Palestinian People

Israel has consolidated its apartheid regime by entrenching fragmentation, through the persistent
denial of Palestinian refugee return, the imposition of freedom of movement, residency, and access
restrictions, and the denial of family life. Strategic fragmentation of the Palestinian people is the
main tool through which Israel imposes and maintains its spatial and administrative apartheid
regime over the Palestinian people. By dividing the Palestinian people into, at least, four separate
geographic, legal, and political categories,211 Israel ensures that Palestinian refugees living outside
of colonised Palestine, Palestinians in the 1948 territory, Palestinians living in the occupied West
Bank and Gaza Strip, and Palestinians living in Jerusalem, cannot meet, group, live together, or
exercise any collective rights, in particular, their collective right to self-determination. As a direct
result of Israel’s policies, Palestinian familial, political, social, cultural, and economic linkages are
ruptured both within colonised Palestine, and abroad.
To date, Israel continues to deny 8.7 million Palestinians refugees and internally displaced persons
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their right to return,212 continues to separate Palestinians in colonised Palestine from each other
through the illegal imposition of a 14-year closure and blockade on the Gaza Strip; the construction
and expansion of its illegal settler colonial enterprise in the oPt including settlements, the
Annexation Wall, checkpoints and bypass roads; controlling the population registry of
Palestinians; implementing a tiered and racially discriminatory ID system, and permit regime, and
revoking residencies and denying family unification.213
Article II(c) of the Apartheid Convention defines the crime of apartheid as involving “inhuman
acts” comprising “measures calculated to prevent a racial group… from participation in the
political, social, economic and cultural life of the country and the deliberate creation of conditions
preventing the full development of such a group… by denying to members of a racial group or
groups basic human rights and freedoms, including… the right to leave and to return to their
country” and “the right to freedom of movement and residence.” 214
c.

Repressing Resistance

Israel has consolidated its apartheid regime by weakening the capacity of the Palestinian people to
challenge the myriad human rights violations that maintain the system. The underlying policies of
Israel’s apartheid regime seek to dominate and oppress the Palestinian people while also targeting
Palestinian’s dignity. A core element of the crime of apartheid is the intention of maintaining the
regime.215 One method of achieving this is by suppressing opposition through wilful killing,
suppression of demonstrations, arbitrary detention, torture and other ill-treatment, and collective
punishment, as well as smear and delegitimization campaigns against individuals or groups,
including human rights defenders, seeking to challenge its apartheid regime.
In particular, these policies and practices fall under Article II of the Apartheid Convention, which
considers the following as inhuman acts committed to maintain an apartheid regime: denying a
racial group of the right to life and liberty of person by murder, arbitrary arrest and illegal
imprisonment and the “the infliction [...] of serious bodily or mental harm, by the infringement of
their freedom or dignity, or by subjecting them to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading
treatment or punishment.” Article II also lists “legislative measures and other measures calculated
to prevent a racial group... from participation in the political... life... by denying... the right to
freedom of opinion and expression, and the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and association”
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as well as the “[p]ersecution of organizations and persons, by depriving them of fundamental rights
and freedoms, because they oppose apartheid.”
With mounting recognition of Israeli settler colonialism and apartheid, specifically during the
Unity Intifada, the Israeli suppressive response has intensified. Israel’s violent suppression,
criminalization, and/or terrorization of Palestinian resistance must be understood within the wider
context. Palestinians demand that the root causes of their oppression be addressed, and remedied,
and ongoing settler colonialism and apartheid be dismantled. People under colonial and foreign
domination and alien subjugation, have the right to peruse their right to self-determination and
freedom by all available means.216 Ironically, the longer a colonial power exists, the more likely it
is that colonised people would revolt in the pursuit of their self-determination, and in turn, the
colonial power imposes stricter measures to control and dominate them. Failing to understand this
consequential relation, as outlined by Noura Erakat:
“risks creating a new body of law intended to protect a power’s colonial holdings as it gives
the impression that Israel is using force to defend itself when, in fact, it is using force to
squash Palestinian claims and militarily resolve the dispute over its control.”217
3.3.1. Military Rule as Means of Repression and Domination
Israel’s military rule, since its establishment, has been a distinctive tool of domination against the
Palestinian people.218 Besides the effective role of the military rule in denying Palestinian refugees
and displaced persons their right of return, expropriating their land and properties, it has been a
tool to suppress and dominate Palestinians. Under military law, Israel accommodated many
policies that controlled every aspect of Palestinian life in the form of closures, curfews,
deportations, movement restrictions and administrative detention, denying Palestinians of their
right to self-determination.
In the immediate aftermath of the Nakba, Israeli authorities imposed military rule on some 150,000
Palestinians who remained within the 1948 territory, including internally displaced Palestinians.
Following the state of emergency declared upon the establishment of the state, from 1950, Israel
administered the territory under martial law, to carry out mass Palestinian land appropriation,
settlement and domination. It benefited from British martial law in supressing the Great Revolt of
1936-1939 and inherited much of its punitive measures such as imposing curfews and security
216
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closures on entire cities, prohibiting political activity, and administrative detention and military
trials from the martial law.219 In 1966, Israel lifted the martial law, believing that Palestinian
citizens, who had been rendered second-class, had been “adequately controlled”,220 and that
hierarchy had been established between Jews and Palestinians.221
In the oPt, Israel has imposed a similar system to dominate and subjugate the protected Palestinian
population and their national aspirations under the umbrella of a military administration.222 The
operation of Israeli military courts since 1967, which operate in breach of key principles of IHL
and IHRL,223 further reinforce this system of oppression over the protected Palestinian
population.224 While Israel, as an Occupying Power, should not change laws unless absolutely
necessary and for the best interest of the occupied population,225 Israeli authorities issued over
1800 military orders that criminalise all forms of political and cultural expression, association,
movement, nonviolent protest, and any other acts that might be considered opposing the
occupation.226 Palestinians’ civil and political rights, including the right to self-determination, have
been suppressed and criminalised as a supposed threat to the state’s security under Israeli military
orders.227 In that, the military administration has been a tool to punish Palestinians individually
and collectively in the form of arbitrary and administrative detention, deportation, house
demolitions, curfews, and closures of entire towns and institutions.
3.3.2. Wilful and Extrajudicial Killing
Israel’s resort to excessive use of force, including lethal force against Palestinians, constitutes
another pillar of its creation and maintenance of an apartheid regime over the Palestinian people,
by creating a coercive environment designed to intimidate Palestinians and feeding a climate of
repression designed to undermine the exercise of their inalienable rights. The Apartheid
Convention includes, as part of its definition, the “[d]enial to a member or members of a racial
group or groups the right to life and liberty of person by murder…and the infliction… of serious
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bodily or mental harm, by the infringement of their freedom or dignity, or by subjecting them to
torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.”228 Grave breaches of
international humanitarian law, which are also listed as war crimes under the Rome Statute include
“wilful killing” and “wilfully causing great suffering or serious injury to body or health.”229
As noted by Fayez Sayegh: “Prenatally and at birth, the Zionist settler-state resorted to violence as
its chosen means of intimidating the Arabs of Palestine and evicting them.”230 Beyond the
massacres committed by Zionist settler colonial militias during the Nakba,231 whose perpetrators
have never been held accountable and instead integrated into Israeli “defence forces”, Israel has
continued to disregard Palestinian life after the Nakba, including through the commission of
massacres,232 conducting military offensives on the Gaza Strip,233 killing demonstrators,234 and
instituting a policy of assassination,235 and extrajudicial killings against the Palestinian people as
a whole in colonised Palestine and refugees and exiles in the diaspora.
Israel’s policy of excessive use of force against Palestinian demonstrators, as seen with the
suppression of the Land Day demonstrations in 1976, and during the first and second Intifada,
remains in force until this day. The latest example of Israel’s unnecessary, disproportionate and
excessive use of lethal force has been evident in the suppression of the Unity Intifada in May 2021,
whereby Israeli forces and settlers killed 276 Palestinians, during the offensive on the Gaza Strip,
and in demonstrations across colonised Palestine.236
3.3.3. Arbitrary Detention, Torture, and Inhuman Treatment
Israel uses arbitrary detention in a systematic manner to attack the civilian population as a means
of subjugation, intimidation, and control. Its use has fluctuated over the years, steadily rising
during uprisings. During the first Intifada for example, Israel had the highest prison population per
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capita worldwide.237
Israel divides detainees in Israeli prisons into three different groups, with each grouping treated
according to varying standards. These include Israeli-Jewish criminal prisoners; Palestinian
criminal prisoners with Israeli citizenship; and Palestinian political prisoners. Israel makes legal,
political, and procedural distinctions when dealing with each of the three groups of prisoners.
Palestinian political prisoners with Israel citizenship do not enjoy the same rights as Israeli-Jewish
prisoners, including the right to use a telephone, home visits, early releases after serving two-thirds
of a sentence, and family visits without being separated by barriers. This discriminatory treatment
is consistent with Israel’s overall fragmentation of the Palestinian people and its maintenance of
an institutionalized regime of racial domination and oppression.
In the latest Israeli crackdown on Palestinians across colonised Palestine during the Unity Intifada
between April and June 2021, Israel undertook large-scale campaigns of systematic arbitrary arrest
and detention. Between 13 April and 26 May 2021, Israel detained some 2650 Palestinians across
colonised Palestine.238 Notably, these campaigns are upheld by Israel’s apartheid judicial system,
which systematically grants impunity to Israeli occupying forces, police, and settlers, while
upholding indictments submitted against Palestinian detainees and ignoring evidence of their
physical assault. As of 18 May 2022, Israel held in detention some 4,650 Palestinian political
prisoners and detainees, 600 of whom are administratively detained, a procedure of indefinite
detention without charge or trial, based on secret information.239
Israel also consistently resorts to the use of torture and other ill-treatment240 against Palestinian
detainees as the main technique to extract statements in violation of their rights to be free from
torture and other-ill-treatment, bodily integrity, physical safety, and basic dignity, as a matter of
state policy, with legal cover provided by the Israeli courts.241 Torture techniques, including
physical pressure and methods of psychological torture, have been used since the beginning of
Israel’s occupation and have become standard operating procedure. 242 Examples of such
techniques include physical beatings, stress positions, sleep deprivation and solitary confinement
during interrogation, subjection to sounds of torture from neighbouring cells, deliberate medical
neglect, screaming and cursing, threats of sexual harassment, particularly against women and
children detainees, and threats against family members.243 Israel has not incorporated the
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prohibition of torture into its domestic legislation and its courts have sanctioned the use of torture
in cases of “necessity.”244
3.3.4. Collective Punishment
Collective punishment has been a staple of Israel’s apartheid regime in a continuation and
expansion of the colonial tactics to control and dominate used under the British Mandate system.245
Israel utilizes a wide range of policies and practices to collectively punish the Palestinian people,
whether families or entire neighbourhoods for the presumed action of an individual or group, to
create a climate of fear and intimidation and subjugate Palestinians,246 while maintaining a
“security rhetoric”. The 14-year land, sea, and air blockade and comprehensive closure of the Gaza
Strip stand as a prime example of Israel’s imposition of collective punishment. The blockade and
closure policy, which is unprecedented in its duration and severity, has turned Gaza into an openair prison completely disconnected from the rest of the oPt and the outside world.247 As a result,
Gaza has been rendered uninhabitable due to extreme economic decline, de-development,
profound and unparalleled levels of poverty, aid-dependency, and food insecurity.248 Israel’s
repeated full-scale military attacks, de-development policies, and fourteen years of blockade and
closure “have undermined all social, economic, cultural, civil, and political rights” of Palestinians
living in the Gaza Strip.249
Israel’s methods of collective punishment include policies such as punitive house demolitions,
punitive residency revocations, as well as the punitive withholding of bodies of deceased
Palestinians killed during alleged attacks. In his report UN Special Rapporteur Michael Lynk
concludes, “Like torture, there are no permissible exceptions to the use of collective punishment
in law. And, like torture, the use of collective punishment flouts law and morality, dignity and
justice, and stains all those who practice it.”250
3.3.5. Intimidation, and Smear campaigns against Human Rights Defenders
Israel also persecutes “organizations and persons, by depriving them of fundamental rights and
freedoms, because they oppose apartheid” as outlined in article II(f) of the Apartheid Convention.
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In 2016, the Israeli Knesset approved the sweeping Counter-Terrorism Law 5776-2016,251 which
provides Israeli authorities with new tools to suppress Palestinians and incorporates severe
provisions of the Emergency Regulations from the British Mandate into Israeli criminal law. 252
This law is designed to criminalize legitimate political and human rights activities by Palestinians
in colonised Palestine.253 It also provides for the extensive use of secret evidence, lowers
evidentiary requirements, limits detainees’ access to judicial review, and creates new criminal
offences for any public expression of support or sympathy for what Israel considers a “terrorist
group,” and increases maximum sentences for individuals convicted of “security” offenses.
On 19 October 2021, Israel’s “Defence” Minister using the prerogative granted by the CounterTerrorism Law designated six leading Palestinian civil society organizations as “terrorist
organizations,” including Addameer Prisoner Support and Human Rights Association, Al-Haq
Law in the Service of Man, Bisan Center for Research and Development, Defense for Children
International-Palestine, the Union of Agricultural Work Committees, and the Union of Palestinian
Women’s Committees. 254
Subsequently on 3 November 2021, Israel’s military Commander-in-Chief issued military orders
extending the terrorist designations, to the occupied West Bank and effectively outlawing the six
Palestinian organizations as “unauthorised associations”.255 This unprecedented designation is the
latest escalation in Israel’s widespread and systematic campaign to silence and discredit
Palestinian individuals or organizations seeking accountability for Israel’s human rights violations,
war crimes, and crimes against humanity and places serious obstacles on their ability to document
and monitor human rights violations, and to carry out their legal work and advocacy.
Another tactic Israel has been increasingly exploiting to silence opposition is smearing human
rights defenders and organisations opposing its apartheid as anti-Semitic. The latest example is the
Israeli Foreign Ministry tarnishing of Amnesty International’s 2022 report on Israeli apartheid as
anti-Semitism.256 This tactic is nothing new and has been used by the Zionist movement well
before the establishment of the settler colonial State of Israel. As noted by Joseph Massad:
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“Whereas state-sponsored anti-Semitism has disappeared, Israel must create it and conjure it up,
as this is its major line of defence against any and all international criticisms and censure of its
ongoing colonisation of Palestine.”257
Further attempts to “further limit the already shrinking space for civil society around the world
and limit the rights to freedom of expression, opinion and association” is the adoption of the
International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA) definition of Anti-Semitism.258 The
definition lists criticism of the State of Israel, and claiming its existence a racist endeavour, as
manifestations of anti-Semitism.259 As condemned by more than 40 Jewish groups, the IHRA
definition is worded in a way as to “intentionally equate legitimate criticisms of Israel and
advocacy for Palestinian rights with antisemitism, as a means to suppress the former.”260
In January 2022, some UN human rights experts alarmingly stated that “Zionism, the selfdetermination movement of the Jewish people” cannot be regarded as racist, and encouraged the
adoption of the IHRA definition of anti-Semitism.261 Recognizing “Zionism as self-determination
of the Jewish people” conflates between Zionism and Judaism, “in assuming that all Jews are
Zionists, and that the state of Israel in its current reality embodies the self-determination of all
Jews.”262 Such assumption is opposed by many Jews themselves, besides the fact that lays the
foundation for an intrinsically discriminatory apartheid regime intended to maintain domination
over the Palestinian people, while colonising their lands. Jewish Voice for Peace states: “Zionism
that took hold and stands today is a settler colonial movement, establishing an apartheid state where
Jews have more rights than others.”263 Moreover recognising “Zionism as self-determination of
the Jewish people” is not only a dangerous disregard of the movement’s settler colonial and racist
ideological foundations and underlying logic, its implementation in practice that displaced the
majority of the indigenous Palestinian people, it also overlooks that Israeli violations are an
embodiment of the Zionist movement.
Furthermore, Israel uses the revocation of residency status as a policy to silence opposition and
persecute individuals seeking justice and the dismantlement of Israeli settler colonialisation. In
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September 2020, Salah Hammouri, a Palestinian French human rights defender and lawyer at
Addameer Prisoner Support and Human Rights Association, was notified by Israeli authorities of
their intention to revoke his permanent residency in Jerusalem, the city where he was born, for socalled “breach of allegiance.”264 Still on 18 October 2021, the Israeli Interior Minister announced
the official revocation of the Jerusalem residency status of Hammouri. This action is arbitrary,
punitive, and entails profound violations of international law as the protected population in
occupied territory does not have a duty of allegiance to the Occupying Power,265 with the resulting
forcible transfer, a grave breach of the Fourth Geneva Convention, a war crime, and a crime against
humanity.266 On 7 March 2022, Salah was arrested from his home in Kufor Aqab north of
Jerusalem, and was placed under administrative detention for three months, by the Israeli military
commander on the basis of “secret information”.267 Revoking residencies on punitive grounds
puts thousands of Palestinians in Jerusalem at risk of arbitrary and punitive measures leading to
their forcible transfer.268
6.

Conclusion and General Recommendations for the Mandate

In the 74 years since the start of the Nakba, the deliberate international failure to acknowledge the
root causes of Israel’s prolonged, widespread, institutionalized, and systematic crimes against the
Palestinian people as a whole, the international lack of effective actions, UNSC vetoes, and
complicity have enabled and emboldened Israel to sustain and further entrench its institutionalized
regime of settler colonialism and apartheid. For decades, the Palestinian people have striven to
realize their fundamental rights, including the right to self-determination and permanent
sovereignty, which cannot be realized without the restitution of Palestinian lands and properties
and implementation of Palestinian refugees’ right of return.
The UN’s political, legal, factual, and development-implementation functions also have not only
failed to address the Palestinian people as a whole, but have advanced their fragmentation. Until
recently, the only mechanism nominally investigating and reporting on the Palestinian people has
been the UNGA Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People,
established in 1975,269 but this body has not functioned consistently within its titular scope. One
promising alternative to the fragmented and fragmenting treatment by the UN is the mandate of
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the present Independent International Commission of Inquiry on the oPt, including East Jerusalem,
and Israel.270
In the last 20 years, the UN has established ten different commissions of inquiry and fact-finding
missions to investigate serious human rights violations in the oPt. These mechanisms have played
an important role in monitoring, documenting, and shedding light on violations and patterns of
human rights abuses. However, while UN Member States have adopted the findings and
recommendations of these investigatory outcomes,271 “none of these investigations have ever led
to genuine accountability for suspected war crimes and crimes against humanity committed against
the Palestinian people.”272 Moreover, all these mechanisms were mandated to investigate specific
incidents or thematic issues without investigating their root cause or the entirety of the Palestinian
people, which as outlined in this submission is problematic in the Palestinian context. For example,
the UN Commission of Inquiry on the 2018 protests in the Gaza Strip, which was mandated to
investigate international law violations, in the context of the military assaults on the large-scale
civilian protests that began on 30 March 2018, focused its investigation on the outcomes rather
than the root causes of the violations.273
On 30 March 2018, Palestinians in the Gaza Strip launched the Great March of Return where
hundreds of thousands of Palestinians protested weekly for a year along the Israeli fence in the
Gaza Strip.274 They erected tents with the names of the villages they were forcibly displaced from
during the Nakba. With the right of return as the main demand of the protest, they also protested
the dire humanitarian conditions as a result of the Israeli blockade and closure since 2007. The
Israeli forces responded with lethal and excessive use of force against the peaceful protesters and
killed 215 Palestinians, including 47 children, seven persons with disabilities, four paramedics,
and two journalists.275
The UN Commission of Inquiry on Great March of Return concluded that some of those violations
may constitute war crimes or crimes against humanity.276 The spark of the Great Return March,
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which is the call of 75 percent refugee population of the Gaza Strip of their inalienable right to
return to their original homes,277 was mentioned in the background section of the Commission’s
report yet no effective recommendations were made in this regard.278
For the first time, the Human Rights Council (HRC) has established a commission with a more
comprehensive mandate covering colonised Palestine as a whole, as well as the root causes rather
than simply the symptoms of the violations. In light of the failure of third states to recognise the
situation as it is in Palestine, or implement recommendations from previous UN investigative
mechanisms, and the resulting impunity in which this has resulted to date, the present Commission
has the opportunity to and must consider the entirety of the Palestinian people including Palestinian
refugees, Zionist settler colonialism and Israeli apartheid as the root cause of Israel violations, and
third state and other third-party responsibility toward bringing the illegal situation to an end.
In line with the mandate entrusted by the HRC, we urge the Commission to adopt the following
recommendations:
1. Recognise and acknowledge that the root causes of Israeli laws, policies, and practices
implicating systematic violations and crimes against the Palestinian people as a whole, are
Zionist settler colonialism and its apartheid regime;
2. Adopt a comprehensive approach in your investigation of alleged violations of IHL and
IHRL and into the underlying root causes of recurrent tensions, instability and protraction
of conflict, including systematic discrimination and repression based on national, ethnic,
racial, or religious identity, in a manner that encompasses the Palestinian people as a whole,
including Palestinian refugees in exile;
3. Address the root causes of Israeli violations including by calling on Israel to dismantle its
settler colonial and apartheid regime, bring to a complete end its illegal occupation since
1967, end the illegal blockade and closure on Gaza, end the ongoing annexation of the city
of Jerusalem in its entirety, and the de facto annexation of vast swathes of the occupied
West Bank, as acts of aggression, and enable the exercise of the right of self-determination
of the Palestinian people, including the right of return Palestinian refugees;
4. Address the root causes of Israeli violations including by calling on third states to fulfil
their erga omnes obligations, arising from Israel’s illegal denial of the Palestinian people
to exercise their right to self-determination and the imposition and maintenance of an
apartheid regime, including by not recognizing the illegal situation, not rendering aid or
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assistance in maintaining the situation and cooperating to bring the illegal situation to an
end.279 In so doing, third states must take positive and effective steps to overcome the
illegal situation, including through, inter alia, the imposition of economic and diplomatic
sanctions, severing cultural ties, ending all trade in weapons with Israel through a two-way
arms embargo and ending military-security cooperation, banning any economic relations
that perpetrate the apartheid regime over the Palestinian people, including by adopting
legislation to prohibit trade with illegal Israeli settlements, in line with the example of the
Irish Control of Economic Activity (Occupied Territories) Bill 2018, and implementing
other effective countermeasures to reverse the illegal situation.
5. Make recommendations for the effective exercise of the ongoing denial of millions of
Palestinian refugees their right to return, and the continuing forced displacement and
dispossession of the Palestinian people across colonised Palestine, including by calling on
Israel to fulfil its obligation to enable the return of Palestinian refugees to their original
homes, and ensure restitution of their property and compensation for the damages inflicted
upon them, as a result of their displacement, as well as calling for the reactivation of the
UN Conciliation Commission for Palestine.
6. Call for the reconstitution of the UN Special Committee against Apartheid and the UN
Centre against Apartheid, which played essential roles in the international mobilization
against apartheid in South Africa and in challenging third state complicity in the apartheid
regime;
7. Apply the UNGA Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples, UNGA resolution “Importance of the universal realization of the right of peoples
to self-determination and of the speedy granting of independence to colonial countries and
peoples for the effective guarantee and observance of human rights”, the UN Charter, and
Common Article 1 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and the
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights to address the denial of
the collective right of the Palestinian people as a whole to self-determination and liberation
from colonial and foreign domination and alien subjugation;
8. Apply the Apartheid Convention, the Rome Statute and ICERD, to address Israel’s
discriminatory laws, policies, and practices targeting the Palestinian people as a whole and
apply the framework to all relevant issues pertaining to colonised Palestine, and Palestinian
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refugees. In doing so, this would be consistent with the precedent established in the 2019
Concluding Observations of the CERD, in paragraph 23;
9. Urge states that have not already done so to ratify the Apartheid Convention, as well as the
Rome Statute;
10. Urge Special Procedure mandates to adopt an approach that addresses the root causes of
the situation and frame the violations within the wider context of settler colonialism and
apartheid, focusing on the racial domination and oppression Israel imposes over the
Palestinian people in order to entrench their colonial subjugation;
11. Recommend the expansion of the mandate of the UN Special Rapporteur on the situation
of human rights in the Palestinian territories occupied by Israel since 1967 to include the
Palestinian people as a whole, including Palestinians inside the 1948 territory and
Palestinian refugees in exile;
12. Call on Israel to release all political prisoners, to end its widespread and systematic use of
arbitrary detention and the use of torture and other ill-treatment, and to end the trial of
Palestinian civilians, including children, in Israeli military courts;
13. Call on Israel to repeal all legislation and end all policies and practices enshrining
apartheid, including racial discrimination, domination, and oppression over the Palestinian
people, including by repealing the Basic Laws and other statutes that directly or indirectly
affect the enjoyment of human rights through racial or racialized distinctions. In particular,
we urge the Commission to call on Israel to repeal the following laws, as foundational to
Israel’s creation of an apartheid regime, including but not limited to: (a) The Basic Law:
The Law of Return (1950); (b) The Citizenship Law (1952); (c) The Absentee Property
Law (1950); (d) The Entry into Israel Law (1952) and its amendments; (e) Legal and
Administrative Matters Law (1970); (f) The Basic Law: Israel as the Nation-State of the
Jewish People (2018); and (g) Citizenship and Entry into Israel Law (Temporary
Order) (2022);
14. Ensure and protect the right to engage in boycotts as a legitimate and effective means of
peaceful protest, and to immediately repeal all legislation or measures which aim to
criminalise boycotts of the settler colonial State of Israel, in contravention with the right to
freedom of expression;
15. Support the critical role of Palestinian local, regional, and international civil society in their
human rights work particularly in the face of an ongoing and protracted smear campaign
by Israel and its affiliated bodies targeting human rights defenders. In doing so, the
Commission should demand that Israel immediately ceases any and all policies and
practices of intimidation and silencing of human rights defenders, organisations, and
45

members of civil society in violation of their right to freedom of expression, including to
immediately rescind its designation of six Palestinian civil society organizations as
“terrorist organizations” both under Israeli domestic law and under military orders.
16. In relation to individual criminal responsibility, we urge the Commission to:
i.

Call upon the Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court to conduct a full,
prompt, thorough, and comprehensive investigation into all suspected crimes
committed against the Palestinian people, including the crimes of apartheid,
population transfer, and persecution, and other associated crimes that fall within the
jurisdiction of the Court with respect to the Situation in Palestine and accordingly
prosecute relevant perpetrators.

ii.

Urge states to activate universal jurisdiction mechanisms to hold to account
individuals and corporate actors responsible for war crimes and crimes against
humanity against the Palestinian people, including the crime of apartheid;

iii.

Not omit from its scope the possibility of identifying crimes of state and the specific
responsibility and liability of state organs, institutions and other legal persons;

17. In the area of corporate accountability, we urge that the Commission call on third states,
multinational corporations, financial institutions, and non-governmental organizations to
commit to undertaking rigorous internal human rights due diligence to ensure that they are
in full compliance with their international legal obligations as envisioned in the UN
Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, including through supporting the
annual updating of the UN Database on businesses engaged with Israel’s illegal settler
colonial enterprise, and encouraging the expansion of the database mandate to include all
of colonised Palestine, as well as banning any economic relations that perpetrate the
apartheid regime over the Palestinian people, including by ending trade with, and support
for, Israel’s illegal settler colonial enterprise in the occupied territory.
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7.

Annex: Visual: How Israel Maintains Apartheid and Denies Palestinian Selfdetermination
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